Your own Self-Service Web Portal

Self-Service web portals for end-users and administrators
Mobile Worker Plus provides a number of web portals tackling issues around permit management, staff/contractor
training and ticketing. The web portals integrate to our Mobile Worker Plus framework enabling full end-to-end control.
Custom branded web portals give our customers the flexibility to extend their own service offerings whilst meeting their end
client requirements.
Working closely with our customers, we have successfully developed and deployed a number of custom Parking Permit
Management Portals, through which users have the ability to perform various actions to efficiently manage their parking
permits.
From permit holders being able to request and manage their permits, to administrators provisioning different types of
permits, locations, pricing rules and coordinators having the ability to easily accept/reject permits, fully administer and
run detailed reports, our permit portals have proved to be a flexible and efficient tool for increasing business performance.
This together with our mature and comprehensive portfolio of products, covering aspects such as enforcement (Mobile
Enforce™), lone worker protection (Mobile Protect™), job/taskmanagement (Job Dispatch™) and incident reporting (Mobile
Report™), gives customers incredible control and flexibility.
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Operational efficiencies with automation of processes and notification of events.
Reduction of costly errors when compared to manual processes.

Ability to tailor request forms, take web payments and apply custom branding resulting in a great user experience.
Real-time reporting and control of operation.

Integration with existing systems (e.g. ANPR).

Rapid and cost effective web portal development, deployment and support.

Easily extendable with flexible architecture enabling rapid creation of new services as and when needed.

Why Mobile Worker Plus?
Mobile Worker Plus is a software company specializing in Business to Employee (B2E) solutions focused on field worker
safety, productivity and real-time reporting.
With a strong background in Mobile and Apps we have been working with a wide variety of customers across multiple
market sectors since 2005. Our flexible framework and large portfolio of Apps covers most standard requirements and is
agile enough to be tailored to cover any unique business process. We are committed to continually evolving and working
with our partners to ensure relevance in what is becoming a more connected and automated world.
Info: makeworkhappen@mobileworkerplus.com
Sales: sales@mobileworkerplus.com
Telephone: +44(0)330 0220 697
www.mobileworkerplus.com

